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In modeling visually-guided movements in natural environments, the controller should be2
able to handle contingencies like changing the position of the targets, perturbations and effects of3
noise and others. These contingencies affect the movement duration - it increases for correcting4
movements - and therefore a fixed-horizon formulation of the optimal control model does not5
capture the temporal variability of the movement [1]. To overcome these problems, we implement6
a receding-horizon control strategy [2,3]. Receding horizon control recomputes optimal fixed time7
policies iteratively from the current state xt to the goal state xtend , executing only the initial portion8
of this policy for a short period of time k and then it recomputes a new optimal policy from the9
state xt+k until the time t + k + tend and so on, until the reach is completed. In our problem, we10
computed the individual policies for reaching the targets from the current state to the goal, but we11
derived the averaging policy using only the first k = 10 time steps of these policies. Then, we12
recomputed the new policies from the current state to the end and so on, until the hand reaches one13
of the targets.14
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